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On your bike
We have all been accustomed since 1992
to the concept of Flying Bishops. Our
PEV’s do an incredible job travelling
around the country offering extended
Episcopal care to parishes and to priests.
The role of General Secretary has never
been a sedentary position but in these
days of Mass communication where
everybody demands things fast, speed is
of an essence. And although my chosen
means of transportation is not a bike,
contrary to the suggestion of this picture, I
do know that if the Catholic wing of the
Church of England wants to continue to
make connections with people then we
need to embrace everything at our
fingertips to bring our message home.
That was very much the forward thinking
of the new Vocations Initiative Here-IAm.org. Launched at the offices of the
Additional Curates Society our
chairman, Bishop Tony, joined
by other members of the
council, Ministry Division
and the old God Calling
Team began a new
venture in the life of
the Society. It is
our desire to
embrace

modern technology with a new website,
Facebook page, Twitter feed and Blog
post as well as rely upon more traditional
means of communication, letters, posters,
phone call to present the challenge of
ordination to the sacred priesthood.
The term mutual thriving has become
something of a buzz word in the Church.
If our particular wing has any future then it
need to be secured by encouraging and
fostering new priestly vocations. So with
the greatest respect you all can I challenge
all of our readers to “get on your bikes”
and join me in spreading the news that
we want more priests.

Moving on...
I still remember the moment when I first
received a telephone call from Revd Canon
Peter Walker SSC, the rector of the parish of
St. James and St. Paul, Colchester. After
having a short conversation, he invited me to
his parish and couple of days later, I made my
first visit from Oxford to Colchester, the
Britain’s oldest town, yet probably one of the
fast growing towns in Britain. Since then, Fr.
Peter has been my training incumbent and
this parish of St. James and St. Paul has been
my Title Parish. Last two years have been a
very busy, yet substantial years for me.
In the first year of training, I was involved in
the staple diet of parish ministry as a deacon
including work in schools, nursing homes and
hospitals. It helped me to broaden and
deepen my understanding about parish
ministry and the life of clergy. And at the end
of my first year, I was ordained priest by
Bishop Norman Banks on 24th June 2012
(Nativity of St. John the Baptist) in my
title parish.

Thirdly, from Eastertide 2013 until Petertide
2013; during this period I aimed ‘gaining
enough confidence in Eucharistic Presidency’,
‘be able to deal with most of situations
correctly and efficiently’ and ‘begin to
consider the Ministry of Reconciliation.’
According to this training plan, I was able to
achieve good level of confidence in presiding
at the Eucharist. For other important
seasonal services such as Triduum, Fr. Peter
helped me to gain enough liturgical
experience in both preparation and execution.
Friday School Eucharist is, in particular, one
of the services that I am gaining confidence
with now as well as various Masses in the
house and nursing homes.

Firstly, from Petertide 2012 until Advent
2012; during this period, I was focusing on
‘getting familiar with new role as a priest
within the liturgy (Mass)’ and ‘developing his
own idea of being a parish priest.’

I was leading various small groups too, such
as Wednesday Study Group, Adult
Confirmation Class or the Family
Confirmation Class. Wednesday Study Group
meets with various themes; recent one, as
the Refreshers’ Course, in conjunction with
Adult Confirmation Class, was very successful
and popular among people. This will be the
foundation of Christianity Enquiry Course,
which we are planning to do for/with parents
in our parish school during the term time
beginning early next year.

Secondly, from Advent 2012 until Holy Week
(Eastertide 2013); main targets in this period
were ‘learning how to prepare / organize

Mission and evangelism are high on the
agenda in my training. We have set our Parish
Mission Week from 1st until 8th of

My second year of training as a newly
ordained priest had a three initial training
periods and each period had its own targets;
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special services such as Easter Triduum’ and
‘working with local authorities such as schools
and charities.’

September this year, and during the
mission week we are going to do
some visiting outreach. For this, I
led two training sessions and it was
challenging yet rewarding. We are
going to visit a newly developed
area, which is located within
our parish, three times during
the mission week, and one
of the visits will be
accompanied by bishop
Norman. After this outreach
mission week, Lay Leader
Group training and Christianity
Enquiry Course will follow.
For better communication in both
practical and spiritual level, I meet Fr.
Peter on a regular basis, three times a
day and weekly for supervision usually
on Mondays. Saying the offices together
as well as receiving the Sacrament daily
(currently not on Tuesdays) is the backbone
of the life of clergy in the parish. We also
cover many issues, including those from IME
4-7 handbook, during other regular meetings.
Such intimate relationship between incumbent
and his curate is one of the keys to make this
curacy successful and vibrant.
Finally, as my third year of training just has begun, I am
looking forward to learning more about sacramental
confession (especially in the light of the new child
protection policy in our diocese), various paperwork and
registers, churchyards and PCC, etc. And Fr. Peter’s
wisdom and experience will continually help me to be
better equipped for my future ministry.
I send my sincere gratitude to Additional
Curates Society for your dedicated
help and support for my training.

Fr. Taemin Oh SSC,

Assistant Curate.

Meet the council

June this year saw the addition of two new members of our council and the good news
that a long standing member had been made Chaplain to the Queen. So who are the
people who govern, direct and protect the Additional Curates Society?
1

Bishop Tony Robinson, Chairman
Before his ordination as Bishop of Pontefract in 2002 Bishop
Tony had had extensive experience in some tough urban parishes
and as Archdeacon in the Diocese of Wakefield. Bishop Tony is
now the lead Bishop in The Society and is extremely confident
about the future of Catholic ministry in the Church of England.
2

Father David Sherwood
A man with immense experience in legal matters. Father David
brings his particular gifts to the council making sure that we are
kept on the straight and narrow. All charities need to keep their
eye on the ever changing legislative process. He makes sure that
we do!
8

Mr Andrew Roberts, Vice Chair
Andrew is a well known face to many of us, being a Guardian at
Walsingham and an active member of The Society of Mary, in his
spare time he is Diocesan Secretary for Peterborough. Andrew
has amazing business acumen as well as first hand experience of
the inner workings of diocesan structures.

Alexandra Buckingham
Being a daughter of a priest you might think that she would
have been put off, but that certainly isn’t the case. Working as
a vet in the North of England Alex has brought a fresh vision to
the council of the society and was until quite recently our only
female member.

3 Father Malcolm Lane
The Society has always received considerable support from the
Church in Wales and it is great to have two council members
who are currently from that province. Father Malcolm had a
noteworthy career in banking before ordination in 2002. His
financial prowess is clear for all to see. We are grateful that for
many years he was our Treasurer.

9 Elizabeth Mary Speight
Mary is our “new girl”. Parish Secretary for ACS at Saint Chad’s
Toller Lane and on many other Catholic Societies – CBS, CU
being two of them. Recently retired as Assistant Head Teacher
Mary has experience of Child Protection and other aspects of
governance.

4

Canon Steven Kirk
Another relatively “new boy” to the council of the ACS, but
someone who has been connected with the society for many
years and has not only pastoral experience but as a member of
the Governing Body in the Church in Wales Canon Kirk certainly
knows how to keep a meeting going.
5

Archdeacon Douglas McKittrick
First ordained in 1977 Father Douglas, as we all know him, has
had a vast and varied experience in the Church of England and
now works as Archdeacon in the Diocese of Chichester. He has
an amazing knowledge of so many parishes and clergy and his
gentle and humorous presence keeps us all on our toes
6

Prebendary David Houlding
Father Houlding has made a major contribution to so much of
the Catholic life in the Church of England, for which we should
all be immensely grateful. A long standing member of the
council, what Father Houlding doesn’t know isn’t worth
knowing!

6
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10 Father David Nicholson
We all rejoice that Father David has been made chaplain to the
Queen. A striking image in his red cassock and a priest who has
been supported and nurtured by the ACS since he was a lad.
Father Nicholson knows that the ACS really does feel passionate
about priesthood.
11 Canon Kit Dunkley
Master General of the Society of the Holy Cross. A priest who
has his entire ministry worked faithfully in parishes and
tirelessly for the Catholic cause. His particular claim to fame
(he still bears the scars) he was Father Darren’s trainee
incumbent.
12 Deacon John Hanks
Deacon John is the second permanent deacon that we have had
serve on the council. It is great to have a different perspective.
Another faithful steward of the Catholic cause. We could fill a
page if we were to list all the organisations and societies that he
belongs to. Another financial genius ensuring the society
carefully manages its resources.
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Well done...
Well done Fr James Cope on the Thirtieth
Anniversary of Ordination to the Sacred
Priesthood.
Silver Jubilee...
Fr Stephen Dickinson has celebrated his Silver
Jubilee of Ordination another collection to
the continued work of the ACS.
Thank you...
We acknowledge with the generous
donations made by friends and family of Mrs
C Gillett in memory of her dear husband
Vincent. Our prayers and good wishes go out
to all the family.
Silver Jubilee...
We belatedly note the Silver Jubilee
celebrated at Solemn High Mass on 21
September 2013 at Holy Trinity Church,
Ystrad Mynach for Rev Canon Steven Kirk.
Congratulations Father.
Happy Birthday...
Also Fr Lawrence Carson-Featham SSC
celebrated a “special birthday ” during 2013
and sent in a very generous sum in lieu of
birthday gifts. What do you five to the man
with everything?
Golden Jubiliee...
And another Jubilee – this time Golden – was
celebrated by Fr. C Bradley when a collection
was taken and given to ACS to help provide
another generation of Priests.
Congratulations...
to Fr John Sykes on celebrating his Golden
Jubilee of Ordination to the Sacred
Priesthood. Many thanks for all the work you
did on behalf of the Society as Diocesan
Secretary for Manchester and for the
collection donated to the Society.
10

Golden Jubilee...
Fr Ralph Crowe celebrates his Goolden
Jubilee on 20th September at St Chad’s,
Toller Lane, Bradford
Congratulations...
to Fr Ian Cook on the Anniversary of his
Golden Jubilee of Ordination and for the
continued support to our work.
Silver Jubilee...
Fr Barry Smart in Kingstanding Birmingham
celebrated his Silver Jubilee of Ordination
pictures can be seen our
www.additionalcurates.co.uk
Golden Anniversary...
And another faithful priest celebrates his
Golden Anniversary Fr Roger Williams thank
you for the gift to us.
Condolences...
It is with great sadness that we have to offer
our sincere condolences to friends and
families on the occasion of the deaths of
Stephen Bond who was Assistant General
Secretary of the Society for many years and
dearest friend and companion to Fr Prescott.
Condolences...
The Venearable Ernie Stroud who was
Chairman of the Society has also recently
passed away. Many thanks for all the hard
work and many hours you gave to the work
of the Society. May he Rest in Peace.

Fr Matthew Trick is leaving the
Benefice of Aberavon on 12th
January 2014 after three years to
become Vicar of Cambourne in the
Diocese of Ely.
During his time here Fr Matthew has
not only pioneered the approval of a
£1 million grant towards a new
church centre that will meet the
needs of our local community and
help us to engage with people who
need life skills training, but also
introduced us to Messy Church.
Fr Matthew, seen here with his dog
Maisie, attracted seventy families to
the new group, and through the
medium of play, drama, prayer and
fellowship meal we have contact with
young people whom we would
otherwise not see.
The hardest thing he ever had to do
when he was with us was help to lead
a congregation from a building that
was being closed to another of our
parish churches. This was a task he
undertook with care, aware of the
deep emotional hurt that people felt
at the closure of their spiritual home ‐
for many since their birth.
We are grateful to Fr Matthew for his
ministry amongst us and wish him
well for the future.

Miss Freda Darbyshire
(1923-2014)
With the death of Miss Darbyshire last January St
Benedict’s, Bordesley lost its oldest member . No
one knew her age until announced at her funeral.
Her intellect remained unimpaired. A strong
personality, her career in the NHS encouraged her
management and financial skills. She had served as lay
vice chair of the PCC, organised the Free Will
Offering Scheme and for as long as anyone can recall
was our ACS representative, to which I will return in
a moment.
Freda was born in Birmingham and attended St
Benedict’s as a girl. She spoke of problems
experienced by Anglo Catholics in the diocese under
Bishop Barnes ( 1924-53) from the viewpoint of
someone whose confirmation had been prohibited
by this controversial churchman. Candidates were
forced to seek help from the diocese of Lichfield.
We all admired Freda, battling against the effects of
arthritis, relinquishing her car for Ring and Ride and
using 2 sticks. It was with one of these she recently
struck a burglar when she awoke to find him stealing
money from her dressing table. She was
outraged.
Freda never resigned from her ACS work but latterly
allowed a seamless transfer of the major
responsibilities to me. We miss her positive
presence. Hers has been a long and faithful journey.
RIP.

Doreen Agutter.
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Parish Life

Saint Matthew’s Church is an Edwardian
Church built at what must have been
almost the edge of London. In Prereformation times there was little here but
a bog or marsh, which only gave way at the
village of Willesden, half a mile to the North
West, where of course was situated the
famous Shrine of Our Lady in that ancient
Church.

As time moved on, the bog stayed put and in
the era immediately before the reformation,
the land that St Matthew’s stands on was as far
as one could get travelling from London to the
Shrine, excepting a narrow safe route leading
to the village, which amazingly still survives
today, wending its way in between blocks of
post war flats and garages, fenced in with
barbed wire, called ‘Church Path’.
St Matthew’s was built as a tin tabernacle to
serve the growing housing developments in
Harlesden and later on became a fine
Edwardian church with very interesting arts
and Crafts details, such as the long, low arches

supporting the nave windows and unusual
cartouches in the pulpit. The Second World
War saw heavy bombing of Willesden and
Harlesden and soon after the land was
cleared, a very large new development was
begun, which stretches from Marian Way next
to the Church, to Church End Estate by St
Mary’s Willesden. The rest of the housing is
mainly Edwardian terraces, which increase in
value sharply as you get closer to Willesden
Junction Station.
The area saw a large amount of immigration in
the 1950’s and especially 60’s, dominated by
West Indians, who supported the local Church
and indeed still do. If you were to walk from
Willesden Junction station to St Matthew’s, the
range of shops is enormous and interesting in
it’s variety, from shops catering to Muslim
Africans at one end, to West Indians at the
other and Brazilians somewhere in the middle
– as well as some of London’s best fish shops.
St Matthew’s is really in Harlesden, although
where Willesden Junction ends and Harlesden
begins is unclear, probably somewhere around
our Parish School, John Keble primary, where
a weekly Mass for the entire school is still
held. We also go out to two other
schools in the Parish, teaching
the faith.
The area is changing
– HS2, which
everybody has
a view on

one way or the other, is
probably coming and even if
it does not, the associated new
London lines and housing most certainly is
(and we are in on talks to build a church plant
right in the middle of it) and as this becomes
closer, the council are digging up roads, putting
up decorative bins and otherwise spending
vast fortunes on the area and of course the
house prices are rising. The London
Overground also runs through the parish,
meaning that the BBC studios at Shepherds
Bush are only one stop away and central
London 20 minutes on the Bakerloo line, so
gentrification abounds, which is not always a
great thing.
In the middle of this, St Matthew’s stands with
its arms reached firmly out. We have many
Masses, a busy Sunday School, a youth group,
processions to the ancient Shrine, school
groups seemingly continuously, a planned
crèche one morning a week, Deanery
meetings, SSC chapters, the GSS Chapter is
based here, Society of Mary events, the
Willesden and Kingsbury Lent Course and the
list really does go on forever. At Christmas we
staged our own home made, written in house
Pantomime, all singing, all dancing and more
discounted mince pies than were strictly
necessary. High Mass every Sunday is the
norm, with a solid serving team and a music

group. Things are going well, on the whole
and we have much to thank God for.
But – we have no money and the buildings
are in a poor state of repair. We have a hall
which is leased to a nursery with two flats built
into the back which we lease out (without
which….) but these are in need of continual
work and we hope to borrow two and a half
million pounds to rebuild this complex with
more flats and to integrate it into the Church
building, giving us a much needed new
entrance. We would like to run the flats as a
housing association, providing accommodation
for local people who are working in London
but unable to live in the area due to increasing
rents, eventually using a flat for parish
placements, maybe even eventually a curate,
who knows.
The Church itself is cold, but no longer damp,
praise God. The Lady Chapel is being
restored soon and some remedial work
undertaken in the building, but the rest must
wait for grants and other associated miracles.
But we do have a South Chancel which is in
terrible disrepair, with rusting pipes, falling

continued on the next page
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continued from previous page
a copy of the leaflet and letter about this, or
send a cheque to ‘Saint Matthews PCC’,
marked ‘African Altar Appeal’ on the reverse.
More details are also on our website,
www.stmatthews-willesden.org.uk

plaster and a beautiful,
but very shabby altar, called the
‘African Altar’, which shows the flight in Egypt,
with traditional African village scenes at the
side. This altar and the Chancel are the focus
of our efforts right now, we need to raise
seventeen thousand pounds to restore the
altar and begin to put the walls right – maybe
you can help us? Do write to me or email for

Please keep us in your prayers as we seek a
way forward with our buildings, we are in
great need, our buildings are well used and
loved, our congregations are blossoming, but
we labour in a part of the vineyard not
blessed with wealthy patrons. Thank you and
I hope that this article has been interesting to
read, to give you a little information about life
here in Willesden/Harlesden, in the parish on
the edge of the swamp, next to the Shrine!

The Palm Cross
Here at ACS we pledge
always to be very careful
where our products for resale come from. In this
respect we thought you
would be interested in the
origins of our palm crosses.
As well as receiving a good
product you can have the
satisfaction of knowing that
your purchases are bringing
much needed funds to some
of the poorest people in the
world.
The aim of African Palms is to
give people living in a very
poor part of Tanzania the
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possibility of earning some
extra money. The people’s
daily work is the planting of
maize, millet and some
ground nuts to feed
themselves and their families.
The important thing about
the Palm Cross project is that
it does not interfere with
their work of producing the
food they need to live.
African Palms was founded in
1965 by Father Alan Talbot,
an Anglican priest, who
served for six years as a
missionary in Tanzania. Father
Talbot observed the poverty
of the people and sought

ways for them to increase
their income. He encouraged
the villagers to begin weaving
palm crosses to sell to
churches for use on Palm
Sunday. In 1976, the Women
of St. John’s Episcopal Church
in Olney, Maryland, accepted
the mission of distributing the
palm crosses to churches
throughout the United States,
and African Palms USA was
born. It has become the
major outreach of the
Church.
After a very small beginning
African Palms has grown so

that churches in the USA,
Canada, Sweden, Norway
and other European countries
now buy African Palm
Crosses for their Palm Sunday
Service.
The House where Alan Talbot
lived in 1965. It was from here
he started the project. Two of
his helpers stand in front of the
house.
People look forward to be
able to do the work. Their
work is really good and the
crosses are made beautifully.
Here in the United Kingdom
at the end of each year if there
is any money over after all the
costs are paid, it is covenanted
to a charitable trust The
African Palms Association. The

trust aims to give help to
schools and for medical work
in the area.
Buying African
Palms Crosses:
1.You will be giving extra work
to people whose only other
source of income is the sale of
their cashew nuts. Any money
they earn from palm crosses is
used for the usual household
necessities – clothes for the
parents and their children, salt,
soap and any money required
to get to the nearest hospital
for medical treatment.
2. You will encourage people
in their daily lives
Cross making
We hope you have found this
article interesting and

informative. Perhaps you will
consider ordering, not only
palm crosses from us in the
future, but also some of our
many other supplies.
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What’s new at ACS...

1) Angel Pen
£5.99 each or 2 for £10

2) Holy Family Statue set
£6

The hugely popular ACS Angel Pen attractively gift
boxed and set on a red velvet lining. This 140mm
long metallic two tone pen has a diamond cut stylized
scalloped patterned barrel, enhanced by a golden
colour clip which bears the image of a Guardian Angel.

With a three inch hand painted resign statue of the Holy
Family, with gold highlights. A laminated prayer card
embossed with a medal and a prayer to the Holy Family.
This makes a very special gift to anyone and at £6
represents outstanding value.

3) Wooden Crucifix
£9.99

4) Standing Brass Crucifix
Usual price £199
Good News Price £149

Wooden home standing
crucifix with golden
corpus singly boxed •
Size: 10 3/4".
Exceptional value whilst
stocks last.

Made to match the candle
set •h17 1/2" x w6
1/4".Especially treated to
avoid excessive cleaning, a
quality and dignified addition
to any altar.

All of our vestments albs and linens are individually crafted and can take up to 28 days, but often less.
Other items are available on our website. Please do look as it is constantly updated.
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Visit our website at www.additionalcurates.co.uk for the full range or
telephone our Sales Department for full details. 0121 382 5533.
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5) Brass Candle Sticks
Usual price £230
Good News Price £199
These brass based oil filled
candles are sold as a set of two.
•h15" x w5" The three pronged
foot presents a very dignified and
sturdy looking candle base.
Already adapted with a false
candle fitted with an inner well
and wick (oil supplied separately
by the ACS).

6) Pocket size Holy Water Sprinkler
Usual price £42 Good News Price £39
6” long. Screw fill one end, retractable sprinkle
system the other end, complete with silver cross and
brushed aluminium barrel for slip resistant holding.

8) Gothic Chasuble
Special Good News
Price £220

7) Golden PYX
Usual price £42
Good News Price £37

This exquisite
vestment is available in
all liturgical colours and
is striking in its
attention to detail.
Richly worked front
and back panels set on
a velvet material. A
generous cut provides
a classic hang.
Available in Green,
Purple, White and Red

This beautiful golden high
quality PYX with a
pewter top comes
individually boxed with
the capacity of holding
up to 10 peoples hosts.
The designs do slightly
vary, all being Eucharistic
measuring 2”.

Order Form
1) Angel Pen

Name............................................................
£5.99 or 2 for £10

Address ........................................................

£6

......................................................................

3) Wooden Crucifix

£9.99

....................................Post Code................

4) Standing Brass Crucifix

£149

Email ............................................................

5) Brass Candle Sticks

£199

Tel No ..........................................................

2) Holy Family Statue set

6) Pocket size Holy Water Sprinkler

£39

7) Golden PYX

£37

8) Gothic Chasuble COL

£220

Please make cheques payable to “Additional Curates
Society” and return to: Additional Curates Society,
Gordon Browning House, 8 Spitfire Road,
Birmingham B24 9PB

Card Details
Card No........................................................
Start Date......................Expiry Date ..............
Issue No........................Security Code ..........

Being Sent Out
I am deeply grateful to the ACS for their
support in sponsoring me to serve my title
post in the parish of St Martin’s, with St
Wilfrid’s, St Alban’s, Lewes Road, and St
Richard’s, Hollingdean, in Brighton. The last
ten months have been a time of huge
transition, as I have also been adjusting to the
nature of married life alongside that of
growing into the role of diaconal ministry in a
new city and parish. And yet, these
circumstances have been for me a precious
opportunity to change and become the
deacon, and soon-to-be priest, whom God is
calling me to be.
The life and ministry of St Martin’s that I have
been engaged in has been both personally
rewarding and has shown itself to be socially
enriching for I have recognized clear signs of
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growth in various areas of our work. At the
centre of our life, and of my learning this year,
has been the sacramental worship of the
Church. For through our daily celebration of
the Mass, I have recognized and begun to
grow into the deacon’s special role as a herald
of the Gospel and servant of God’s kingdom.
In the liturgy, we have been regularly praying
as a community for the ministry of all the
baptised, for the mission of the Church in the
parish and our local initiatives, and for the
development of vocations to the ordained
and religious lives.
In the context of our liturgical ministry, I have
led various funeral services, served alongside
the administration of baptism, and helped
lead state services - all of which have allowed
me to establish and develop new

relationships with those outside the Church.
Of particular significance in this work of
outreach to the local community, I have spent
a great deal of time getting to know and work
with the staff and pupils of our local church
school. Through weekly assemblies, assisted
teaching in the classrooms, and school Masses
hosted more than once each term in the
Church, I now know of the important
opportunities are schools open up for us in
evangelism and have thus worked hard to
communicate effectively with our children and
youth. In conjunction with this, I have also led
a Lent study group series for adults within the
Church, designed to help our regular
members grow in their relationship with God,
and hence to have a new confidence and
ability to share their faith with others. This
catechetical series proved popular with an

average weekly attendance of 16 people on a
Thursday evening after Mass.
Alongside this missional work, I have also been
regularly involved in administering Holy
Communion to the sick and housebound,
which has again helped to developing
relationships with those on the margins of the
Church, and of furthering the Church’s visible
presence throughout our large parish. Another
part of our vision for mission, which I am
particularly inspired by and have the privilege
of spear heading, is the plan to renovate the
old Church hall of St Richard’s which is located
in centre of a residential area of great social
need. Our plan over the next year is then to
equip it to meet the community’s most
immediate needs and in turn to become a site
in which new relationships can be formed.
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Rev’d Will Gibbons (curate), Rev’d Leigh Richardson (vicar), & myself!

Report for the Additional Curates
Society from the Reverend Ben Read.
I am an assistant curate in the Church in
Wales and serve in the churches of St.
Peter’s and St. John’s, Carmarthen, and in
St. David’s, Abergwili. My year or so as part
of the clergy team in Carmarthen has been
one in which I have experienced much of
the breadth of Anglican Ministry. It has also
been a time where I have learned and
developed in different ways and through
different aspects of ministry. The parish has
an incumbent and one other full-time
curate. It also has and NSM deacon and
many in its lay team which mean there are
a variety of different people leading
services and preaching.
There have been many new opportunities
and challenges along the way in the last
year. The step up from doing a little
ministry whilst on placement in college, and
being a full-time curate is significant. It’s
been great to learn in an environ-ment
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where people appreciate what we do and
show their gratitude in many kind words
and encouragements. One of the great
challenges for me was finding things to say!
So often we find ourselves, as clergy, in a
position where people expect us to say
something, whether it is welcoming and
praying before a meeting or whether it is
preaching a sermon on a Sunday. I found
and am still finding it a challenge to prepare
properly each week for the sermon – to
really get into what God wants me to say,
how God wants me to pre-sent Jesus and
to pray. In this regard, I went on a course
to improve my preaching and found that it
gave me a frame-work for preparing
sermons, which has been very useful.
Leading and particularly preaching at our
All-Age Services has been something which
I’ve found difficult. I’ve found it hard to
con-nect our faith in Jesus with the lives of

young and old. Although it is a great
challenge, I also recognise its importance,
with families, children, and young people,
the future of the Church, needing to be
reached in Jesus’ Name.
And finally, in June this year, the Bishop of St.
David’s was happy to ordain me as a priest
in the Church. A member of our church was
also ordained an NSM deacon. The weather
for the day was beautiful and it was really
good to see so many from the parish there
to celebrate and to have a meal on the way
back. It has been a privilege to begin sharing
Communion with the congregation and to
pray for God’s blessing upon them. I look
for-ward to learning to be a better disciple
and servant of our Lord and to many other
opportunities to share His faithfulness and
love for us all, and to rest in His abundant
mercy and grace, for:
God is our Refuge and Strength, an everpresent help in trouble. (Psalm 46:1).
Another challenge and opportunity has been
the pastoral work of the parish. I have spent

a lot of my time visiting the sick and
housebound, and others in the parish. It has
been a great blessing to me to be welcomed
into people’s homes and incredible privilege
to walk with some of them as they’ve come
to the end of their lives. It’s been great to be
able to pray and read some words of
challenge and comfort to them from the
Bible in their closing hours. I’ve also been
able to take funerals which has again been a
real learning curve as I’ve learned how to
lead the liturgy, give a eulogy and link in to
the readings. We also do an All Souls Service
where we invite families of those who have
died in the past year to come and
remember them before God with
thanksgiving.
I’ve also conducted a few weddings in the
parish and else-where, including my sister’s
and that of a close friend of my wife. These
have been wonderful occasions where I’ve
felt greatly blessed to be able to conduct the
services and to celebrate with them at such
an im-portant time and place.
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Pastoral Placement

Christopher Hammond is on pastoral placement at S Michael’s Brighton under the
guidance of Canon Robert Sayers SSC [Vicar] who has sent in this report. All of his
present activities could be said to form the basis of every priests daily grind!!

We read:
Christopher serves the altar on a daily basis and
his sacristan duties include preparing the altar,
vestments, liturgical books and vessels for Mass
and clearing away afterwards. He shares in the
daily recitation of the Divine Office, taking his
turn to lead it and to read.
Christopher is a Eucharistic Minister: he
administers the chalice at Mass; takes Holy
Communion to the sick and housebound and to
residents of a local care home where he conducts
a Service of the Word. He has offered to collect
and ‘wheels’ two disabled members to Mass on
Sundays when they wish to attend. Although shy,
he enjoys visiting members of the congregation in
their homes, especially those who are
housebound.
He is keen to learn more about the faith and to
grow in it and in devotion to the Lord. He is
much drawn to spending time before the Blessed
Sacrament and appreciates Benediction.
Christopher values the recitation of the Rosary
and Marian devotion in general. He has an
interest in Taize celebrations and has been
involved on their revival in the Pariosh and
recently and successfully directed the music for
one such service. Christopher is a penitent and
sees a Spiritual Director on a regular basis. It is
planned that he will share in leadership of a house
prayer group to begin shortly.
He is a ready helper in whatever tasks he is asked
to undertake, demonstrating a valued flexibility
and goodwill. He welcomes visitors, assists with
events in church and helps in all kinds of practical
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ways. Christopher’s duties have included
photocopying the weekly bulletin and other
papers as and when needed. He has been coopted on to the PCC and become its Minutes
Secretary.
He has volunteered to help at Clocktower
Sanctuary thereby assisting in its work of giving
support to homeless and needy young people in
Brighton and Hove and this he does every
Tuesday afternoon. He has shown interest in the
work of Street Pastors and been out as an
observer once or twice a month. Christopher
attends our Saturday morning Community
Breakfasts and talks with the wide cross section of
people who attend including the homeless and
he often helps with washing-up! Christopher
liaises with a food bank project supported by our
church. He assists clergy at school assemblies and
produces a ‘saint of the month’ display for the
local church school and teaches the children new
music for School Masses.
Recently he has attended another Vocations
Conference organised by the Catholic Societies
and continues to explore the call to priesthood
having had a number of meetings with a Diocesan
vocations consultant. Members of the
congregation and clergy alike have warmed to
Christopher and much value his helpfulness and
having him with us on placement.
(Any aspiring candidate who thinks that any of
the above will not figure in their daily life as a
Priest should think again – it will! And much more!
Ed).
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A New Name, A New Face
and a Whole New Role
Carole Hartill has just joined the society and
has taken on the role of Customer Services
Manager, working in our shop selling sacristy
supplies, printed goods, vestments and Church
Union Products. Carole comes to us having
had an extensive career working for A G Barr
in the soft drinks industry.
Carole was particularly involved in the sales of
Irn Bru (made of Girders!). She knows the
importance of looking after her customers and
she is anxious to establish a personal
relationship with all those who presently order
through us, but also finding new parishes and
priests. It is her specific goal and mission
statement to ensure that the ACS provides
variety, quality, service and value and to that
aim she is committing the ACS to ensuring the
best possible price for any sacristy item.

Carole has been contacting our suppliers and
nailing them down to providing the best terms
for us so that we can offer parishes the
cheapest sacristy supplies of any company,
guaranteed. If you can find an equivalent
product elsewhere then we will match that
price. And of course ordering from us you
have the added bonus of knowing that any
profit is fed back into the Catholic faith,
resourcing churches ministry today and in the
future.
So please do give Carole a ring on 0121 382
5533 Extension 1 or e-mail her direct at
carole@additionalcurates.co.uk , tell us your
requirements and let us look after you. Irn Bru
is not made of girders, but Carole has a heart
of gold.

A selection of Catholic
ordinations for 2014
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aining Fr Mischa Richa

rds

ed by the
David Hadfield ordain
Fr Alex Baxter and Fr p of Horsham
Bisho

Fr Stephen Parker by the Bishop of Beve
rley Monday 30th June
@Worksop Priory

Fr Chris Johnson and Fr Ric
hard Brown
at York Minster
Fr Anthony Murley Ordained Deacon
Sunday 6th June @ Birmingham Cathedral
by the Bishop of Birmingham

Oakes at St Gabriels,
The Ordination of Fr Simon th June 2014
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Fr Gary Hartill @ Lichfield Cathedral 29th June with
the
Bishops of Lichfield and Wolverhampton
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Moving on
I am now more than half way through
my final year of curacy in the Parish of
St Mary, Portsea and so in this report,
which will most likely be my last for
the ACS, I want to reflect a little on
the challenge that all must face
eventually – that of moving on.
The experience of ministry and training
that I have received while at St Mary’s
has been excellent. It is a busy and
diverse community, populated by both
settled and transient households and
includes some significant areas of
deprivation. The church building itself is
significant and an important local
landmark that places the church
geographically at the centre of the
community. Much of the task of ministry
has been to capitalise on this opportunity
to ensure that the Church also takes a
place at the centre of the local community.
A curate in this parish follows a long
succession of curates who have benefited
from this rich training environment. I
have been fortunate in also having the
benefit of an excellent trainer who has
been both supportive and challenging,
willing to share with me both the highs
and lows, comfortable in his own role in
ministry and encouraging of mine.
In the Diocese of Portsmouth curacies are
required to run for at least three years in
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order that the requirements of training are
met and are funded for no more than four
years. So curates are afforded a 12 month
window in which to move on. The
modern Church of England has gone a
long way towards adopting secular
standards in how it makes appointments
and this can pose a challenge for a curate
who has arrived in their current situation
as a result of responding positively to a
sense of calling in all humility. The need to
self-promote in a competitive interview
process does not necessarily come
naturally and the critical eye that can be
passed over candidates might not be the
best start to a long ongoing pastoral
relationship.

Other pitfalls of the clergy appointments
process are well documented and
although true in some circumstances, my
experience thus far of engaging with the
process has been that parishes are hugely
varied in their approach to making an
appointment.

challenging to maintain a focus on the
present and serve the needs of the parish
in my current post.
Fortunately I have excellent supportive
colleagues who have allowed me time and
space for this exploration. However there
are also more practical details that emerge
as an end date of my curacy approaches.
Pastoral relationships need to be wound
down, leadership of groups and
committees need to be transferred to
others, very particular tasks and
roles need to be taught to
others.

In the midst of what can be a confusing
competitive process the need to discern
the will of God can easily be lost sight of.
My own experience of being called has
been one of being called into
situations that have
neither appealed nor
The modern
occurred to me
before. My current
Much of the work of
Church of England
appointment is
ministry is long term
has gone a long way
not in an area of
and ministry can be
the country or in
challenging when the
towards adopting
a context that I
future lies elsewhere.
secular standards in
ever imagined I
Where that future lies
how it makes
would be working
continues to be a
. Yet it quickly
matter for ongoing
appointments
became abundantly
prayer.
clear that this was a
place where I could serve
(This gives a different slant to the
and learn.
usual day to day recording of Ministry.
It is good to have the experience of
Not being able to describe what I am
leadership of different church groups –
looking for in a post has been difficult.
and then another skill emerges - that of
Instead a sense of where I may be called
passing on the leadership role and perhaps
to next has started to emerge through a
encouraging lay leadership. Thank you
process of exploration. It is over time and Father Philip for opening up this subject of
prayer that the balance between my
preparing for change which we all have to
personal experience and background and
face several times during our lives. Ed)
my skills and experience in ministry have
been balanced together to guide a search
through the pages of the Church Times.
With an eye to the future it is also

“

“

Philip Bowden
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Musings about priesthood
and the church from
Rev Denis Sweetman
The changes over the last 50 years in the life of
the Church have come a long way from the
local cosy, self-contained ‘my church’. No
longer is it a question of “I belong to Paul, or I
belong to Apollos…. ‘It is wide open to ‘all
sorts’.
With the advent of Common Worship, the
liturgy is open to any interpretation which has
added to people’s confusion of what the
Church is endeavouring to say. It is as though
people - and I quote words of T. S. Elliot –
“stand with empty hands, palms turned
upwards in an age which advances
progressively backwards. Has the Church failed
mankind or has mankind failed the Church?”
The Church has become very
evangelical, which is fine. I feel
that the Church has
concentrated on a
Social Gospel – and
rightly so – but at
the expense of a
Spiritual Gospel.
What possesses
the Christian to
go on in a
volatile world,
lurching from one
crisis to another to
believe in a God of
love and forgiveness?
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But, the Church is still important to people.
E.g. The Community of Fife went to the
church, lit candles and held a vigil [for that little
boy].
I resisted the call to be a Priest. Whatever
possessed me to tale this path? Fifty years on I
am still asking this question.
There was a great parish priest, he was filled
with a sense of unworthiness, inarticulate,
Moses was his name. He said: “who am I to be
given such a task. I am not a man of words.” It
was no easy task, for the people grumbled. He
referred to them as stiffnecked. Moses asked
God to “show me your way, show me your
glory”. This has been my prayer throughout
my ministry. Having spent over 20
years in Commercial
Advertising it has taken
those years to find
something worth
advertising.
I recall on the
very next day as a
raw curate,
walking to the
church, wearing
cassock and dogcollar to say
Morning Prayer. A
man came towards
me and as he passed

he said “Good morning Sir”. I looked around
to see who else was there. No one. It
dawned on me, I was not Denis Sweetman, I
was recognised as being a different person.
Frightening! Today folk say, “Hi Denis”.
Respect for the cloth has gone. The Church is
no longer relevant to people’s life-style.
Priests are looked upon as ‘Managers’ and
have little time to be that which they were
ordained for – Pastors of their flock.
There are three requirements for a Parish
Priest. To have a love of their Lord; to have a
love of their people, and to have a sense of
humour (vital!)
These are just the ramblings of a retired,
elderberry Priest.
(I love T S Elliot; he writes: “we shall not
cease from exploration. And the end of all our
exploring will be to arrive where we started,
and know the place for the first time.)
A question for your readers, “What form will
the whole Church take on in the future?”

Fr. Denis
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Fr Kevin A.N. Greaves
reflects on his first
year in Ministry.
The Castleford Team Parish consists of Fr
Michael Wood the Rector and my Training
Incumbent and Fr Mark Watkins who is the
Team Vicar. Within the parish there are four
churches of the Anglo-Catholic tradition, within
the churches the degree of Catholic tradition
does vary. For more details on the parish
please visit: www.castlefordteamparish.org.uk
Before my ordination into the Diaconate I was
employed within local government. Briefly the
role had line management responsibilities for a
team of individuals working with people who
had barriers in respect to obtaining work and or
education/qualifications. Within this remit my
department worked in areas across the city with
high unemployment, drug and alcohol
addictions in areas that would be classed as high
social deprivation.
Throughout my life I have always attended
church and have felt more comfortable in an
Anglo-Catholic tradition as I believe liturgically
this engages with all our God given senses,
giving true praise to God.
For over 18 years I felt called to be ordained
however, I doubted that God would call
someone like me to the Priesthood. Also I
believed that God had chosen me to offer
pastoral care in the career I had progressed in.
Though this was to change when I was
approached by my then priest asking me to
consider going into the Church of England, and
the rest is history.
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As an Ordinand I trained part time on the
Yorkshire Ministry Course (YMC) for 3 years
whilst still working fulltime.
Since moving and joining the Castleford Team I
have undertaken the following roles:
Firstly to undertake the role of a Deacon within
the Mass. How to correctly process out with
the Gospel and undertake the reading, with the
correct Gospel Acclamations and censing the
Gospel. Preparation of the altar and also how
to correctly clear the altar for the Priest after
Communion. To act as a Eucharistic Minister
and to administer the wine to communicants.
How to correctly hold my hands, which for
anyone who knows me will understand how
hard I found this simple task as I use my hands
to express myself continually!
On two occasions I have also undertaken Mass
by extension. These occasions were not
planned and were out of the control of the
Priests in the team. Initially I found the thought
of undertaking a Mass very daunting but also
affirming. On both instances the Mass were
midweek evening services, with single numbers
in the congregations. Both congregations I
found were very supportive and were
appreciative that I was available to conduct the
service as a Deacon. I also take Communion to
two residential homes in the parish on a
monthly basis. I have found now that for one of
the homes the numbers are increasing (average
of 11 Communicants) and I believe I am
building a rapport with staff and residents alike.

One key pastoral area as a Deacon are home visits. Initially I found
this daunting after all what do you talk about to someone who you
have never met before. Though very quickly I found there was no
need for any concerns, a relationship was built quickly on the history
and tradition of the church(es) within the parish that they belong to
and also our mutual relationship with God. I have a very keen
interest in local social history and I found that usually most people are
happy to reminisce.
Funeral services are a large part of most clergy’s working life. This
was an area that I thought would be a personal challenge for
myself, in respect to leading a service but and also what
would I be able to say to a family that is grieving. Over the
last eight months I have undertaken approximately a
dozen funerals. I have found that my confidence has
increased when going to meet a funeral family and that
my skills have also increased. When referring to skills
I mean how to take control of the
conversation/meeting especially when obtaining
details for the eulogy. I realise now that all the
families I have met have looked to me as the
Church and as a professional to steer them
through the service and also to help them with
their grieving.
Within the Castleford Team Parish we have a
Parish Office every Saturday morning. I am
available to meet with families to take their
details in respect to requests for Baptisms.
I have baptised children and in one instance
the mother as well. I have undertaken
baptisms as part of the Mass and also
outside of the Mass. Conducting a baptism
was a totally new experience for me and
did initially cause me some concerns,
how could I hold the Order of Service
and the baby, would I drop the baby,
what if the baby cried, what if I got the
name wrong and lastly how could I
take control of the Service when most
of the guests would not be churched
and unfortunately would not have a
true understanding of the baptism
rite. Over time all these concerns have
proved to be unwarranted and I feel greatly
honoured to be part of a families celebration,

continued on the next page

continued from previous page
but above all to be initiating a new person into
the family of Christ and the Church.

learning the day to day practicalities of being a
member of the clergy.

Lastly I am a Governor at Three Lane Ends Infant
School, which is in the process of exploring the
possibility of becoming an Academy.

One surprise for me was the many different
forms of pastoral care that can be often required
in one day. One meeting could be with a family
going through the Baptism service and then
driving to another family to discuss the details of a
funeral and to gather information for the eulogy. I
soon realised that in all instances of pastoral care
you can come alongside an individual/family to be
with them and support them, however, you
cannot let your emotions get the better of you.
Saying that I am sure there will be instances
where I will not be able to stop myself.

The people of Castleford have been very
welcoming and friendly towards me and this has
been very enjoyable, encouraging and affirming –
I share the same working class roots and feel
comfortable and at home amongst them.
People’s expectations of me as a Deacon are
broadly traditional. They expect me to be ready
to make decisions on their behalf and defer to my
opinions. I find this difficult because through my
work before ordination I tried to get people to
take responsibility for those decisions which are
better for them to make themselves. I would like
to think that during my time here as a curate I will
be able to encourage members of the
congregations to join in the decision-making
processes rather than leave everything up to the
clergy.
In many ways it has been a shock to the system
(pleasant one) to how it just feels right being
ordained. Though I am conscious that I have
moved from my previous employer where I was
perceived to be the expert and to be deemed as
competent to a role where I am conscious that in
many ways I am now incompetent and I am just
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I genuinely believe that no one can totally
prepare you for the amazing blessing of being
ordained and to be officially recognised as a
servant of Christ and the Church.
I would sincerely like to offer ACS my heartfelt
gratitude in supporting me as I take my fledgling
steps into ministry. Without your generous
support the parish may not have been in the
financial situation to help support a Deacon. God
does truly work in mysterious ways, as I believe
through your help God has placed me here to
explore the mysteries of our faith in the rich
tapestry of the Anglo-Catholic tradition.

Give a Little Change a Lot
We would like to invite all our readership to consider joining our
regular giving initiative that does as the label says, “Make a
considerable difference” by donating a fairly small and insignificant
amount. Yes for just £1 per week (£4 a month) you can help the
ACS resource our Church and ensure the much-needed ministry
of priests not only for today but also for the future.
We at the ACS are in the business of transforming lives by praying
for vocations, encouraging vocations and paying for priests who
work in some of the toughest parishes in England and Wales. By
committing yourself to just £1 per week we can make some real
radical changes in the society that we live. So please join our
scheme by filling in the enclosed form and returning it to us here
at the Additional Curates Society, Gordon Browning House, 8
Spitfire Road, Birmingham B24 9PB or alternatively by logging on
to our website www.additionalcurates.co.uk and clicking on the
donations section where donations can be made using your
credit or debit card.

Legacies
Have you considered supporting the work of the Church through the ACS after your death?
The money received from legacies is the life blood of the Society, helping to put priests in
parishes, supporting the Church for many years to come.
If you would like to make a bequest to the ACS please use the following form of wording in
your Last Will and Testament.
“I give and bequeath to the Additional Curates Society and its work care of the General
Secretary, Gordon Browning House, 8 Spitfire Road, Birmingham B24 9PB
the sum of £_______________________________
(Instead of naming any particular amount of money you can
express a wish that a certain fraction of your estate should be
applied to the work of the ACS)
(free from all death or legal duties), to be applied for the
purpose of the work of the Additional Curates Society, and I
declare that the receipt of the General Secretary for the
time being of the Additional Curates Society shall be
sufficient discharge to my executors of the same.”
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GIFT AID DECLARATION
I confirm I have paid or will pay an amount of Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax for
each tax year (6 April to 5 April) that is at least equal to the amount of tax that all the
charities or Community Amateur Sports Clubs (CASCs) that I donate to will reclaim on
my gifts for that tax year. I understand that other taxes such as VAT and Council Tax do
not qualify. I understand the charity will reclaim 25p of tax on every £1 that I give on or
after 6 April 2008
Name ................................................................................................................................
Address ..............................................................................................................................
....................................................................................Post Code ......................................
Signed ................................................................................Dated ......................................
Parish ..............................................................................Diocese ......................................

BANKER’S ORDER (please use capital letters)
To (Name & Address of your own Bank) ............................................................................................
............................................................................Postcode ..............................................................
PLEASE PAY:
Bank of Scotland, 55 Temple Row, Birmingham B2 5LS Your Bank Account No:
Bank Sort Code: 12-05-65 • Account No: 06074410
....................................................................
for the credit of the Additional Curates Society
The sum of £ ........................(amount in figures)
(amount in words) ............................................................................................................................
on ....................................................................and thereafter on the same day of each month/year
for ....................................................................years/or until I cancel it in writing.
Signature ..........................................................Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Revd/etc) ................................
Address ..............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................Postcode ......................................................
IMPORTANT
If you are signing a Gift Aid Declaration and wish to pay by Banker’s Order,
please complete the above and return to:
ADDITIONAL CURATES SOCIETY, Gordon Browning House, 8 Spitfire Road, Birmingham B24 9PB
Thank you for supporting the work of ACS

